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A critical research need exists for this challenging to diagnose, under-reported, and usually rapidly fatal disease
Background
Blastic plasmacytoid dendritic cell neoplasm (BPDCN), previously known as natural killer (NK) cell leukemia/
lymphoma, is categorized by the World Health Organization (4th edition, 2008) under acute myeloid leukemia
(AML). Typically, BPDCN presents with features of both lymphoma and leukemia. There are little data on the
biology of BPDCN and there is no established standard of care. The skin is the most frequently involved site of
disease (80 percent of cases). However, BPDCN usually progresses to a terminal leukemic phase with bone
marrow involvement and pancytopenia; the lymph nodes and spleen may also be involved. The median age at
presentation is 60 to 70 years, with a 3:1 male predominance.
Diagnosis and Incidence
The diagnosis of BPDCN is challenging because of the lack of traditional lineage-specific markers, however
CD4/CD56 co-expression is common. BPDCN blasts almost always express the interleukin-3 receptor (IL-3R), also
known as CD123. The true incidence rate of BPDCN is unknown because this disease is frequently misdiagnosed
and under-reported. BPCDN can be misdiagnosed as a variety of other malignant and non-malignant conditions,
including non-Hodgkin lymphoma, AML, leukemia cutis, melanoma and lupus erythematosus. When BPDCN
presents with involvement of both the skin and bone marrow, differentiating BPDCN from leukemia cutis or
cutaneous lymphoma with bone marrow involvement may pose significant diagnostic challenges, and BPDCN
should be considered in the differential diagnosis. In cases with skin manifestations, patients typically present with
nonspecific and asymptomatic rashes; thus, BPDCN should be considered in the differential diagnosis of atypical
rashes, especially when malignant cells are observed on histopathologic examination.
Current Treatment and Outcomes
There are no prospective randomized clinical study data, or prospective trial data, to define the optimal frontline
therapy for BPDCN patients. Standard care consists of AML-like or acute lymphoblastic leukemia-like regimens
used for induction therapy, as well as lymphoma-like regimens. Response duration is typically brief. Median
survival from diagnosis has been reported to range from 9 to 12 months. Second remissions with conventional
chemotherapy are difficult to achieve. Allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplant (allo-HCT), especially if offered
in first remission, may result in longer remissions. Although most data are limited to small case series or single
case reports, current recommendations are to evaluate BPDCN patients for an allo-HCT as soon as possible and
to initiate donor identification in appropriate cases. Allo-HCT should be considered in patients in first complete
response (CR) if a suitable human leukocyte antigen compatible donor is identified.
Research and Evolving Novel Treatments
In view of the unsatisfactory results of standard treatments for BPDCN patients, such as those described above,
enrollment of patients in clinical trials of new therapies should be encouraged. Indeed, research efforts to identify
an effective treatment for all presentations of this generally aggressive and fatal disease are crucial. SL-401 is one
example of a potential new therapy. SL-401 is a novel biologic targeted therapy comprised of recombinant human
IL-3 joined recombinantly to truncated diphtheria toxin. Preclinical and early clinical studies have suggested a role
for SL-401, which targets the IL-3R, in treating BPCDN patients. The rationale for evaluating SL-401 is based on
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the overexpression of the IL-3R on cancer stem cells (CSCs) and tumor bulk, relative to normal hematopoietic cells,
in BPDCN and a range of other hematologic malignancies. SL-401 targets both leukemic blasts and CSCs; as a
result, both significant antitumor effects and improvement in long-term outcomes are expected. Seven out 9 evaluable
BPDCN patients had major responses including 5 complete responses and 2 partial responses after a single cycle of
the drug as a single agent in reported Phase I/II clinical trials. A new trial “SL-401 in Patients with Blastic Plasmacytoid
Dendritic Cell Neoplasm or Acute Myeloid Leukemia” is now open for enrollment (http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/
NCT02113982). Participating sites include City of Hope National Medical Center in Duarte, California, H. Lee Moffiitt
Cancer Center & Research Institute in Tampa, Florida, Dana Farber Cancer Institute in Boston, Massachusetts,
Roswell Park Cancer Institute in Buffalo, New York, Duke University Medical Center in Durham, North Carolina, Ohio
State University in Columbus, Ohio, and MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, Texas.
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